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Overview: Due to continued fraudulent fallback attacks originating in Brazil, effective 16 October 2020, Visa
will start blocking ATM and POS magnetic stripe fallback transactions from U.S. or Canada-issued cards.
The migration process to EMV® chip introduced the need for strategies to mitigate
risk in both the magnetic stripe and chip environments. Fraudsters in Brazil have
continued exploring fallback opportunities to conduct fraudulent transactions, in
particular on U.S.-issued cards. To mitigate this type of attack, Visa granted a
waiver, effective 22 August 2019 through 31 December 2020, allowing Brazilian
acquirers to block ATM or POS fallback transactions from cards issued in the U.S.
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As a next step to further protect the ecosystem, Visa will implement changes, effective 16 October 2020, to
decline all ATM and POS magnetic stripe fallback transactions (POS Entry Mode 02 or 90) that are acquired in
Brazil on cards issued in the U.S. or Canada, with the authorization Response Code 57 (Transaction Not Permitted
to Cardholder) in Field 39 - Response Code.

What Is Fallback?

A magnetic stripe fallback transaction occurs when a chip card is used at a chip terminal, but the transaction does
not result in a full EMV transaction and is completed as a magnetic stripe-read transaction. Issuers are liable for
counterfeit fraud resulting from fallback transactions at chip-enabled terminals.
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In general, issuers, merchants and acquirers have limited means to identify legitimate fallback transactions from
the various forms of deliberate manipulation, and are therefore victims of this type of fraud scheme. The Brazil
acquiring market is almost 100% EMV chip-enabled for POS and ATM transactions, so the likelihood of a poor
terminal implementation leading to a fallback transaction is very low. The systematic magnetic stripe fallback
block implemented by Visa will help mitigate fraud losses to North America issuers and will help reduce
operations costs to Brazil acquirers, while causing minimal revenue impacts due to the relatively low transaction
volume.
Acquirers should recommend that merchants receiving a decline after a fallback transaction advise the customer
to contact their issuing bank in case the cause of the failure is due to a damaged chip card.
EMV® is a registered trademark in the U.S. and other countries and an unregistered trademark elsewhere. The EMV trademark is owned by EMVCo, LLC.

Merchants and third party agents should contact their acquirer.
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